Abstract. Using quaternionic Feix-Kaledin construction we provide a local classification of quaternion-Kähler metrics with a rotating S 1 -symmetry with the fixed point set submanifold S of maximal possible dimension. For any Kähler manifold S equipped with a line bundle with a unitary connection of curvature proportional to the Kähler form we explicitly construct a holomorphic contact distribution on the twistor space obtained by the quaternionic Feix-Kaledin construction from this data. Conversely, we show that quaternion-Kähler metrics with a rotating S 1 -symmetry induce on the fixed point set of maximal dimension a Kähler metric together with a unitary connection on a holomorphic line bundle with curvature proportional to the Kähler form and the two constructions are inverse to each other. Moreover, we study the case when S is compact, showing that in this case the quaternion-Kähler geometry is determined by the Kähler metric on the fixed point set (of maximal possible dimension) and by the contact line bundle. 
Introduction
A classification of hyperkähler metrics with rotating S 1 -symmetry near a fixed points submanifold S of maximal dimension was provided by B. Feix [11] and, independently, by D. Kaledin [16] . They have shown that locally such metrics are uniquely determined by the real-analytic Kähler metric on S and for any such metric the corresponding hyperkähler structure can be constructed on a neighbourhood of the zero section of the cotangent bundle of S. The twistorial construction of Feix have been generalized in [8] , where a classification of quaternionic structures with rotating S 1 -symmetry near the fixed points submanifold S of dimension n was given. In this case S is, so called, real-analytic c-projective manifold with c-projective curvature of type (1, 1) and the structure is constructed on a neighbourhood of the zero section of the tangent bundle twisted by some unitary line bundle. Although considering a c-projective structure (instead of a Kähler metric) on S is interesting mainly from non-metric point of view, introducing a twist by a line bundle with a connection allows obtaining non-zero scalar curvature analogues of hyperkähler metrics namely quaternion-Kähler metrics. In [8] it is shown that all quaternionic structures admitting an S 1 -action in the neighbourhood of the fixed points set S of maximal dimension arise locally in this way, provided that the action on S is not triholomorphic, i.e., that the action is rotating complex structures from the quaternionic family.
The aim of this paper is to use results from [8] to provide an analogous classification result for quaternion-Kähler metrics with rotating S 1 -symmetry. We show that near the fixed points submanifold S of dimension n such metrics are uniquely determined by the real-analytic Kähler metric on S and a holomorphic line bundle on S equipped with a real-analytic unitary connection with curvature proportional to the Kähler form. On the twistor space, the manifold S corresponds to Legendrian submanifolds S 1,0 ∼ = S and S 0,1 ∼ = S and the square of the line bundle is the contact line bundle restricted to S 1,0 . When S is compact, then by uniqueness of hermitianEinstein metrics we deduce that the metric locally near S is determined by the Kähler structure on S and the contact line bundle. Note, that in [8] the case when S is Kähler-Einstein and the line bundle is a root of the canonical bundle is already studied, namely it has been proved that then the constructed quaternionic manifold M is quaternion-Kähler. The proof is non-explicit and involves studying hypercomplex cones (i.e., Swann bundles) over M and Armstrong cones over S. In particular the c-projective Armstrong cone over S carries a natural Kähler metric if and only if S is Kähler-Einstein which could suggest that this condition is necessary. In this paper we show that this is not true: starting from any Kähler manifold with a holomorphic line bundle on S with a real-analytic unitary connection such that its curvature is proportional to the Kähler form we explicitly construct a holomorphic contact distribution on the twistor space.
For a fixed Kähler structure on S by varying the line bundle we obtain a family of quaternionKähler manifolds which for the trivial line bundle degenerates to a unique hyperkähler metrics. As already observed in [8] when S is Kähler-Einstein, this is related to hyperkähler/quaternion-Kähler correspondence. In mathematical language this has been introduced by A. Haydys [13] , where he uses a concept of the physicist's c-map and the twistorial description of this correspondence was given by N. Hitchin [14] . The manifolds appearing in the correspondence are equipped with a rotating S 1 -symmetry and it is assumed that the action is locally free. We show that our approach extends this correspondence to neighbourhoods of fixed points sets of the S 1 -action, provided that it is of maximal dimension.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we provide necessary background including the outline of quaternionic Feix-Kaledin construction [8] . In Section 3 we give conditions on the data in quaternionic Feix-Kaledin construction which are necessary to obtain as a result a quaternion-Kähler manifold with a rotation S 1 -isometry and in Section 4 we prove that this continuous are sufficient. In Section 5 we discuss the case when S is compact, proving in particular that the quaternion-Kähler on a neighbourhood of S is fully encoded in the Kähler metric on S and the contact line bundle restricted to S on the twistor space. We finish in Section 6 by discussing examples and relation with the hyperkähler/quaternion-Kähler correspondence.
2. Preliminaries 2.1. Complexification. We start by giving a short summary about complexifications. For more detailed description see [7] , [8] , [18] . For any real-analytic m-dimensional manifold S using holomorphic extensions of real analytic coordinates we can construct its complexification i.e., a complex manifold of complex dimension m with a real structure whose fixed points set -the real submanifold -is isomorphic to S. Similarly we can use holomorphic extensions to extend real-analytic objects like bundles and connections from S to its complexification. Note that locally near the real submanifold any two complexifications are equal. If S is itself a complex manifold, then there is a convenient model of complexification namely the manifold S C = S × S, where S denote S with the opposite complex structure, the real structure is the involution (x, y) → (y, x) and its fixed points set is the diagonal. In this setting, if we consider complex local coordinates on S and their complex conjugates z 1 , z 1 , . . . , z n , z n , m = 2n, then the complexification is achieved by replacing coordinates z 1 , . . . , z n by independent coordinatesz 1 , . . . ,z n and then the real submanifold is given by the equationz i = z i . The manifold S C carries two transverse foliations given by the product structure and the leaves are isomorphic to S and S correspondingly. We denote the foliations as the (1, 0)-foliation and the (0, 1)-foliation correspondingly and the leave spaces by S 1,0 and S 0,1 . For a holomorphic rank k vector bundle L on a complex manifold S we will understand by its complexification L C a holomorphic extension to a tubular neighbourhood of the diagonal in S C of the bundle L ⊗ R C. L C is a holomorphic bundle of rank 2k and the holomorphic structure on L induces its decomposition into a sum of two holomorphic bundles of rank k
such that L 1,0 is trivial along the leaves of the (0, 1)-foliation and is the pull-back of L from S 1,0 ∼ = S and L 0,1 is trivial along the leaves of the (1, 0)-foliation and is the pull-back of L from S 0,1 ∼ = S. Any connection ∇ compatible with a holomorphic structure on L gives connections on L 1,0 and L 0,1 trivial in the directions where bundles are trivial and one can show that the connections are flat in the other direction exactly when the curvature of ∇ is of type (1, 1).
2.2.
Twistor theory for quaternionic manifolds. Quaternionic manifold M is a smooth manifold of dimension 4n, n > 1 equipped with a rank 3 subbundle Q ⊆ End(T M ) spanned locally by three anti-commuting almost complex structures satisfying quaternionic relations, together with a torsion-free connection D with DQ = 0 called a quaternionic connection. Inside Q there is a 2-sphere subbundle Q of almost complex structures and the total space of this bundle, denoted Z, is called a twistor space. It turns out that Z is equipped with an almost complex structure I and the existence of torsion-free quaternionic connection is exactly the integrability condition for I (see [24] ). Note that a torsion-free quaternionic connection is never unique (in fact if one such connection exists, there is an affine space of such connections modeled on the space of 1-forms on M ) but one can show that the definition of I does not depend on the choice of D. Therefore twistor spaces of quaternionic manifolds are complex manifolds of complex dimension 2n + 1 and they are equipped with the following objects:
(i) family of projective lines with normal bundles C 2n ⊗ O(1) called twistor lines, (ii) a real structure τ without fixed points which is invariant on some twistor lines, called real twistor lines.
A twistor space fully determines quaternionic geometry on M and it has been proved in [22] that any complex (2n + 1)-manifold Z with properties (i) and (ii) is locally (near some fixed real twistor line) a twistor space of some quaternionic manifold, which as a smooth manifold is the moduli space of real twistor lines. On a quaternionic manifold one can always define a Q-hermitian metric g, however, the LeviCivita connection of such metric needs not be quaternionic (i.e., in general D g may not preserve the bundle Q). If the Levi-Civita connection is quaternionic, then (M, g, Q) is called quaternionKähler manifold. Quaternionic connections give τ -invariant complex distributions on Z (but not necessarily holomorphic, see [3] , Section 5.3 for characterization of holomorphic distributions). Definition 1. A holomorphic contact manifold Z is a (2n + 1)-dimensional complex manifold equipped with a contact form θ ∈ Γ(T * Z ⊗ L) with values in some line bundle L with the property
A distribution is called contact if it is the kernel of a contact form.
If a quaternionic connection connection is the Levi-Civita connection of a quaternion-Kähler metric then the distribution is contact and holomorphic and in particular Z is a holomorphic contact manifold ( [23] , Theorem 4.3).
Moreover, as shown in [19] Theorem 1.3, the following converse is also true. Let Z be a complex manifold of complex dimension 2n + 1 satisfying the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) Z is a holomorphic contact manifold with τ -invariant contact distribution transversal to real twistor lines, then Z is locally a twistor spaces of a pseudo quaternion-Kähler manifold.
In this case, the line bundle L is the vertical bundle of the twistor fibration (i.e., the bundle of tangent spaces to twistor lines, note that for general quaternionic manifold this bundle needs not to be holomorphic [17] ) and it is the (n + 1)-st root of the anti-canonical bundle of Z.
It is often convenient to keep in mind the complexified version of the twistor correspondence: the moduli space of all twistor lines is locally a 4n-dimensional complex manifold M C with a real structure induced by τ whose fixed points correspond to τ -invariant twistor lines: M C is a complexification of the quaternionic manifold M (note that quaternionic manifolds are always real-analytic).
Definition 2. The incidence space for the complexified twistor correspondence defined is the space
The space F is a sphere bundle over M C and it can be viewed as a complexification of the sphere bundle of quaternionic structures over M . Moreover, a complexification of a quaternionic connection D on M induces a distribution on F which is the pull back from Z to F ⊂ Z × M C of the distribution given by D on Z. An important fact about complexifications of quaternionic manifolds is that locally the tangent space can be decomposed T M C = E ⊗ C H , where E and H are bundles associated to the standard complex representation of Sp(n) and Sp(1) respectively. Many properties of quaternion-Kähler manifolds can be proved by studying these representations. In particular the bundle S 2 E ⊕ S 2 H is naturally a subbundle of the bundle of 2-forms but also a subbundle of End(T M ) and S 2 H is spanned by the almost complex structures compatible with the quaternionic structure.
For n = 1 we define quaternionic manifolds as self-dual conformal 4-manifolds and quaternionKähler as self-dual Einstein 4-manifolds and in this setting the twistor correspondence extends to the dimension n = 1.
2.3.
The quaternionic Feix-Kaledin construction. The quaternionic Feix-Kaledin [8] (qFK in short) construction is a generalization of the hypercomplex and hyperkähler twistorial constructions of Feix [11] . Using real-analytic geometric data on a complex manifold S it gives a quaternionic structure with a compatible S 1 -action on a neighbourhood of the zero section of a twisted tangent bundle to S and it has been proved that in this way we can obtain any quaternionic structure with a quaternionic S 1 -action locally near the fixed point set provided that it is of maximal possible dimension and the action has no triholomorphic points. In this section we will briefly summarize the construction from [8] as the main aim of this paper is to characterize when quaternionic manifolds obtained in this way are quaternion-Kähler. Note that we will present a simplified version of the construction by replacing a c-projective structure on S by a fixed connection as only this case is relevant in the metric setting (the quaternion-Kähler metric restricts to a Kähler metric on S). We will also outline some ideas from the original approach of Feix which will be relevant here.
Let S be a complex manifold equipped with a torsion-free complex connection D with curvature of type (1, 1) (for example the Levi-Civita connection of a Kähler metric) and L be a holomorphic line bundle with a connection ∇ L compatible with the holomorphic structure and with curvature of type (1, 1). As we have discussed in Section 2.1, the complexification of the bundle L decomposes into the sum of two line bundles L 1,0 and L 0,1 which are trivial along the leaves of the (0, 1) and the (1, 0)-foliations respectively, and equipped with the connections flat along the leaves of the (1, 0) and the (0, 1)-foliation respectively. Also the connection D c on T S C is flat along leaves of the (1, 0) and the (0, 1)-foliations respectively. Over each leaf of the foliations one defines (n + 1)-dimensional complex vector space: in [11] this is the vector space of 'affine functions' along the leaf, i.e. these which along the leaf satisfy D c df = 0, while in [8] it is the space of 'affine sections' of L 1,0 and L 0,1 respectively defined as projections of parallel sections of a flat connection on the 1-jet bundle of L 1,0 and L 0,1 along the leaf. In our simplified case, the sections are tensor products of affine functions with parallel sections for ∇ on L 1,0 and L 0,1 respectively. In this way, we define two rank n + 1 holomorphic bundles over the leave spaces of the foliations: Aff (L 1,0 ) over S 0,1 and Aff (L 0,1 ) over S 1,0 and we further define
The evaluation induces maps φ 1,0 from the total space of the bundle (
which behave like a blow-down: they are biholomorphisms on the complements of the zero sections and on the zero sections they contract leaves of one of the foliations; the images are cone subbundles of
has canonical 0 and ∞ sections and the corresponding affine bundles (obtained by removing one of the sections) are ( 
The construction can be summarized by the following diagram.
(1)
The scalar multiplication (and its inverse) in the fibres induces a holomorphic τ -invariant C * -action on Z fixing the zero sections of V 1,0 and V 0,1 , tangent to canonical twistor lines and transversal to twistor lines near the canonical real twistor lines. Therefore, it corresponds to a quaternionic S 1 -action on M such that S ⊂ M is the fixed points set.
Definition 5.
A fixed point of a quaternionic S 1 -action on a quaternionic manifold is called triholomorphic if the induced action on the twistor space fixes all points on the corresponding twistor line.
The points on the fixed point set S ⊂ M of the action obtained by qFK are not triholomorphic. In [8] it is shown that the twistor space of any quaternionic manifold with such an S 1 -action can be obtained locally in this way: the fixed point set corresponds on the twistor space Z to a submanifold of complex dimension n with two components on which the corresponding C * -action has constant single weight equal to 1 and one can deduce that Z is of the form as in the quaternionic Feix-Kaledin construction.
Note that if M is a quaternion-Kähler manifold, then any isometry is also a symmetry of quaternionic structure [2] Section 5 (but the converse is not true). Hence we will use terms S 1 -symmetry and S 1 -isometry in this setting interchangeably.
2.4. Quaternion-Kähler moment map. For any S 1 -symmetry (i.e., isometry) on a quaternionKähler manifold M one can define its moment map ( [12] ) in the following way. Let ω i (·, ·) := g(I i ·, ·), where I 1 , I 2 , I 3 is a local quaternionic base. Then the 4-form Ω :
is defined globally, is non-degenerate and does not depend on the choice of the local quaternionic bases. The moment map of the action is a section of S 2 H (where T M C = E ⊗ C H and S 2 H is a subbundle of 2-forms, see Section 2.2) satisfying
where X is the Killing field of the action. The moment map is unique and on the twistor space it corresponds to the section θ(X) (see [14] Section 4.3), whereX is the vector field on Z corresponding to X and θ is the contact form. In [6] Proposition 3.3, it is shown that away from µ −1 (0), the moment map induces a distinguished (up to a sign) integrable complex structure ±I invariant under the S 1 -action. From the twistorial point of view, the complex structure corresponds to one of the two components of the zero set of the twistorial moment map θ(X): along real twistor lines the bundle L (in which θ takes the values) is the bundle O(2), hence θ(X) along any real twistor line either vanishes or has exactly two zeros. The first possibility is excluded on the complement of µ −1 (0), hence locally we have two components of the zero set of θ(X). If J is any almost complex structure from the quaternionic structure anti-commuting with I (possibly defined only locally) then we have that L X J = K, where K = IJ.
The necessary condition for the existence of a quaternion-Kähler metric
In the literature one can find two different definitions of totally complex submanifolds of quaternion-Kähler manifolds. One of them is connected purely with the underlying quaternionic structure (see [8] ), while the other gives also a condition for the metric (see [5] ). Recall that Q is the 2-sphere subbundle of Q (which is the bundle of almost complex structures forming the quaternionic structure).
Definition 6. A submanifold S of (M, Q) is totally complex if there exists a section I of Q| S (in particular I 2 = − id) such that the following two conditions are satisfied:
(i) I(T S) ⊆ T S (so that I is an almost complex structure on S);
(ii) for all J anti-commuting with I, J(T S) ∩ T S = 0.
A submanifold S of (M, Q) is metrically totally complex if it satisfies the conditions (i), (ii) and the following condition (iii):
(iii) J(T S) is g-orthogonal to T S for any J anti-commuting with I.
Note that as it is shown in [4] Theorem 5.2, the above conditions imply that J is integrable hence S is a complex submanifold of M .
Let Z be a twistor space of a quaternion-Kähler manifold M with an S 1 -action which is an isometry, has no triholomorphic points and its fixed point set component S is of the maximal possible dimension (i.e. of complex dimension n). Then locally near S, the manifold M can be obtained by the quaternionic Feix-Kaledin construction (see Section 2.3) and the moment map has no zeros as the action is rotating the twistor lines corresponding to S. We restrict (Z, M, S) such that they globally arise by the construction. As described is Section 2.3, the twistor space is in this case a gluing of tubular neighbourhoods of zero sections of two holomorphic rank (n + 1) vector bundles V 1,0 and V 0,1 and the zero sections of the bundles correspond to (S, I) and (S, −I), where I is the complex structure on S fixed by the action. The bundle structure on V 1,0 and V 0,1 is given by the holomorphic C × -action on Z corresponding to the S 1 -action. As (M, g) is quaternionKähler, the distribution induced by the Levi-Civita connection on Z is holomorphic and contact and we denote by D g the quaternionic-Kähler connection on M and by θ the contact form. We abuse the notation and denote the holomorphic contact distribution on Z (i.e., the kernel of θ) also by D g . As explained in Section 2.4, any quaternion-Kähler manifold with a compatible circle action on the complement of the zero set of the moment map admits a distinguished (up to a sign) S 1 -invariant compatible integrable complex structure I, which is defined by the zero set of the twistorial moment map. In our case this complex structure is an extension of the complex structure on S and it follows from [6] Proof. Recall that the S 1 -action on M gives a C × -action on Z which on V 1,0 is the scalar multiplication in the fibres. The divisor D 1,0 represent the unique (up to a sign) complex structure I which is S 1 -invariant, therefore D 1,0 is C × -invariant. Hence, as D 1,0 is smooth, it is a holomorphic rank n subbundle of V 1,0 transversal to canonical real twistor lines (see Definition 4).
As a result we have that (M, I) ∼ = D 1,0 and this isomorphism is S 1 -eqivariant. Since Z is a holomorphic contact (2n + 1)-manifold, through any point of Z locally there are Legendrian n-dimensional holomorphic submanifolds tangent to the contact distribution. Let u x,x be the real twistor line through the zero of D x . Hence it is flat on the preimage of C x in the incident space F (see Definition 2) and the Legendrians W z for z ∈ u x,x \ {∞, 0} are the images of the parallel sections (the parallel section corresponding to z ∈ 0 is contracted to a point).
Now consider the limit of the tangent spaces W z to W z along u x,x as z → 0 ∈ V 1,0
x . We have that W z are Legendrian subspaces equal to ker(θ) x ∩ V 1,0
x , hence the limit is a well defined Legendrian subspace W equal to ker(θ)
In Lemma 3.1 we have shown that D g on Z is tangent to I| S and clearly it cannot be tangent to the whole D 1,0 (as it is contact). However the following is true. On the twistor space Z the submanifold D 1,0 is defined as one of the two components of the zero set of the twistorial moment map. The moment map is equal to θ(X), whereX is a generator of the C × -action on Z. Hence, on D 1,0 we have thatX ∈ ker θ belongs to D g and this condition characterises D 1,0 in some neighbourhood of 0. Let l ⊂ W be a vector line. Then for any point w ∈ l \ {0}, the vectorX w is tangent to l (as this is the generator of the scalar multiplication). HenceX w ∈ ker(θ w ) as it is tangent to a Legendrian submanifold. Therefore, l \ {0} (and hence l) is contained in D 1,0 x which completes the proof. Theorem 1. Let M be a quaternion-Kähler 4n-manifold with an S 1 -isometry which has a component of the fixed point set S of dimension 2n and such that the action on S has no triholomorphic points. Then locally near S, the twistor space Z of M can be obtained by the quaternionic FeixKaledin construction, the submanifold used in the construction is Kähler and the connection on the line bundle is unitary and has curvature proportional to the Kähler form. .2 and remark after Theorem 1.12), along any metrically totally complex submanifold with the complex structure I of a quaternion-Kähler manifold (M, g), the circle bundle of almost complex structures orthogonal to I is D g invariant and there exists a 1-form γ on M such that along this submanifold we have
where J, K are orthogonal. Moreover, in this setting the curvature of the connection on the circle bundle is equal to dγ and is proportional to g(I·, ·).
Recall that the manifold M admits a unique complex structure invariant under the S 1 -action, hence globally on M we have a well defined circle bundle of almost complex structures orthogonal to I. This bundle is a smooth submanifold of Z and by Equation 2 restricted to S ⊂ M is preserved by the contact distribution (but globally this does not hold). Complexifying, we obtain a circle bundle over S C ⊂ M C on the incidence space (see Definition 2), which is preserved by the complexified connection. Taking the projection to Z from the incidence space we obtain a set U and it is easy to see using the flatness of the connection along the leaves of the (1, 0) and (0, 1)-foliation that this is the union of Legendrians contained in the fibres of V 1,0 through the points on the canonical twistor lines belonging to the circle bundle. Note that we can analogously describe the set U using Legendrians in fibres of bundle V 0,1 and that this implies that the both approaches give the same set.
The inverse image of U is a circle bundle over S C preserved by the connection which defines a complexified unitary structure on (
restricted to the real submanifold S is always unitary hence to conclude that ∇ itself is unitary we needed a complexified unitary structure).
The condition on the curvature follows from the fact that the curvature of the circle bundle over any metrically totally complex submanifold is proportional to g(I·, ·) hence along S it is proportional to the Kähler form.
Remark 3.2. We have shown that the complex structure induced by the quaternion-Kähler moment map, in quaternionic Feix-Kaledin construction corresponds to subbundles of the bundles V 1,0 and V 0,1 defined as annihilators of the parallel sections for ∇ c along the leaves of the (1, 0) and (0, 1)-foliations on S c respectively. It is straight forward to see that through quaternionic Feix-Kaledin construction, we always obtain in this way a complex structure, provided that the c-projective structure is generated by a real-analytic connection with curvature of type (1, 1): in this case any such a connection in the c-projective class equip M with a complex quaternionic structure. Such manifolds have been studied recently by N. Hitchin [15] .
Construction of a holomorphic contact distribution on the twistor space
The aim of this section is to prove that the necessary conditions for the twistor space obtained by qFK to be a twistor space of quaternion-Kähler manifold are sufficient: assuming that the initial data in the construction satisfy the necessary conditions given in Theorem 1, we will explicitly construct a holomorphic distribution on the twistor space which is invariant under the real structure and the C × -action and transversal to canonical real twistor lines.
4.1.
Standardization. The method in [11] involves a local identification of each of the bundles of affine functions (i.e., halves of the twistor space) with a standard flat model (note that this identification can be done for both bundles, but the identifications are not compatible with each other unless the structure is flat). We will show a similar result for qFK in the case when the c-projective structure is generated by a real-analytic connection with type (1, 1) curvature. Let (S, D) be a manifold with a connection with curvature of type (1, 1) and ∇ L be a connection compatible with the holomorphic structure with type (1, 1) 
can be locally standardized such that they are holomorphically equivalent to the standardized halves of the hypercomplex Feix construction.
Proof. We will prove this for ((
, as the proof for the other half is analogous. As explained by Feix (see [11] , Lemma 2) we can pick local holomorphic coordinates p 1 , . . . , p n , q 1 , . . . q n of S c such that the leaves of the (1, 0)-foliation are defined setting q 1 , . . . q n to be constants (in particular we can take (q 1 , . . . q n ) = (z 1 , . . . ,z n )) and p 1 , . . . , p n are affine functions along the leaves. Choose a section f 0 of ((L 1,0 ) * ⊗ L 0,1 ) which is parallel along the leaves of the (1, 0)-foliation. Then the affine sections of L 1,0 ⊗ (L 0,1 ) * along the leaves are generated by f * ⊗ L 0,1 ) using f 0 , so that it becomes the trivial bundle S c × C with the fibre coordinate t. Then it is immediate to check that the map φ 1,0 in these coordinates is given by the formula (p 1 , . . . , p n , q 1 , . . . q n , t) → (t, tp 1 , . . . , tp n , q 1 , . . . q n ).
4.2.
Construction of the contact distribution. First we discuss the formula of the connection in local coordinates. Let L ⊗O(1) be a line bundle with a holomorphic connection whose curvature is a scalar multiple c of the Kähler form. Then in a local trivialization the connection takes the form
The condition that ∇ is unitary means that there exists positive valued function h(z, z) such that
In this setting η := log h is a Kähler potential for ω as d∂ = ∂∂. Now consider the complexified picture. The corresponding connection d+cΣ 
* is given in this trivialization by the formula:
Lemma 4.2. The holomorphic distribution given by a complexification of the connection
) extends via the map φ to the holomorphic distribution on Z. Proof. We will show that the distribution extends to Z ∩ V 1,0 . The proof for the other half is analogous. The connection distribution on [L 1,0 ] * ⊗ L 0,1 is given as the kernel of the following 1-form
, where a i ,ã i are defined above and f is a fibre coordinate. Now observe that, as (1, 0)-foliation is by definition given byz = const and dã i ∧ dz i = −ω we have thatã i are affine along the leaves (see [11] ) and hence the standardizing coordinates p i from Lemma 4.1 can be taken to be equalã i . Moreover we can set the standardizing trivialization f 0 to be equal e η . By setting t := e −η f we pass to the standardizing trivialization of
* and the connection ∇ in this coordinates is equal
As h on S is a positive function, its logarithm η is real valued on S hence [∂η](z, z) = [∂η](z, z) and therefore ∂η ∂zi =ã i . Using the standardized coordinates on V 1,0 we get that the form e −η ϕ extends to V 1,0 which completes the proof.
Remark 4.1. The contact form on a twistor space has values in a line bundle which after restriction to any of the real twistor lines is isomorphic to O(2). In our setting this is represented by the fact that although the distribution given by ϕ extends to Z, the form ϕ does not. Indeed using the notation from the proof of Lemma 4.2, the form e −η ϕ extends to one half of the twistor space (namely to V 1,0 ) while e η ϕ extends to the other one (V 0,1 ).
Theorem 2. Let S be a real-analytic Kähler manifold, L a holomorphic line bundle on S with a connection ∇ L such that the connection ∇ induced on L ⊗ O(1) is a unitary connection with curvature equal to cω, where ω is the Kähler form. Then the twistor space Z obtained by qFK from (S, ω, L , ∇ L ) is a holomorphic contact manifold which is a twistor space of a quaternion-Kähler manifold M with scalar curvature equal to 2c. Moreover the S 1 -action on M coming from the construction is an isometry.
Proof. By Lemma 4.2, we have already proved that Z is a holomorphic contact manifold. By construction, the obtained distribution is preserved by the real structure on Z and transversal to canonical real twistor lines. The existence of such contact distribution on the twistor space is equivalent to the existence of a pseudo quaternion-Kähler metric. As S is metrically totally complex, we have that for J anti-commuting with I the tangent bundle splits T M = T S ⊕ JT S and this splitting is g-orthogonal. Moreover, we have also that g(J·, J·) = g(·, ·) hence the positivedefiniteness of the metric follows directly from the positive-definiteness of the initial Kähler metric. In the proof of Theorem 1 we have shown that 2cω is the curvature of the circle bundle of orthogonal complex structures over the metrically totally complex manifold S ⊂ M . By [5] , this implies that 2c is the scalar curvature of the underlying quaternion-Kähler manifold.
Finally, it is straightforward to check that the C × -action on Z given by scalar multiplication in fibres preserves the contact distribution hence it corresponds to an isometry on M .
Remark 4.2. Similarly as in the hyperkähler case of Feix, we can generalize this argument to pseudo quaternion-Kähler metric -by the construction we obtain quaternion-Kähler metrics with signature (2p, 2q) when starting from a Kähler metrics with signature (p, q).
Gluing along the submanifold
Firstly note that the qFK construction ( [8] ) is global in some neighbourhood of S: although during the construction we have to restrict several times to local neighbourhoods, they are always tubular neighbourhoods of the whole manifold S (and on the level of twistor space it is a tubular neighbourhood of the union of canonical real twistor lines -i.e., the one that correspond to S). Hence in particular if S is compact Kähler manifold and L is a holomorphic line bundle on S with a real analytic holomorphic connection ∇ with curvature of type (1, 1) then we can obtain a quaternionic manifold M which contains the whole S as the zero set of an S 1 -symmetry and any two quaternionic manifolds which on the fixed points set S induce the same structure (i.e., the Kähler metric and the line bundle with a connection) are locally equivalent near S. Also observe, that the construction of the contact distribution in Section 4.2 glue uniquely along S (viewed as the zero section in V 1,0 and V 0,1 respectively), hence we obtain the following proposition. * . Hence, we conclude that the contact line bundle along the zero section is equal to L ⊗2 1,0 , which means that if S is a fixed point set component of a quaternion-Kähler manifold with an isometric S 1 -action with no triholomorphic points on S, then the bundle L ⊗ O(1) used in the construction must be a square root of a holomorphic bundle with a connection which is globally defined on S. Now we will show that the converse is also true. 
In this setting locally F is equal to P(L * * along the leaves of the (0, 1)-foliation. Then we obtain the following diagram:
The bundle V 1,0 e is defined globally over S 0,1 and using again canonical triviality of L 1,0 ⊗ L 0,1 we get that it is canonically isomorphic to V 1,0 over any subset of S 1,0 where V 1,0 is defined. Similarly V 0,1 e is an extension of V 0,1 to the bundle globally defined over S 0,1 . Therefore the Diagram 3 is an extension of the Diagram 1 from Section 2.3 summarizing qFK. Hence the obtained manifold Z e is locally a twistor space arising by qFK from (L , ∇) and by construction and by Theorem 4.2 it is immediate to see that it is a twistor space of a quaternion-Kähler manifold with the required properties which contains the whole manifold S.
The uniqueness of M near S follows from Theorem 1 and from [8] (Theorem 4): Suppose that M is a quaternionic manifold with the required properies containing the whole manifold S. Then the incidence space of the twistor fibration restricted to the canonical twistor lines is locally near the canonical real twistor lines a bundle of projective lines over a complexification of S with two distinguished disjoint sections corresponding to the opposite complex structures. Moreover, the contact distribution defines on the affine parts of the bundle a complexification of the connection used locally in the construction. In particular after the restriction of the bundle to the diagonal we obtain the connection used in the construction on (
2 which is globally defined on S. Using local equivalence of complexifications it follows that the affine parts of the incidence space must be locally isomorphic to the affine parts of F which are glued together in the same way. It follows that the quaternion-Kähler manifolds are locally equivalent near S.
Remark 5.1. In the proof of the above theorem instead of using the triviality of L 1,0 ⊗ L 0,1 we can use the triviality of
for any L unitary defined globally over S -then F will be constructed as gluing of different bundles but the resulting space as well as the bundles V 2 and taking the dual we get that V 1,0 is isomorphic to
We will use this approach in discussion of examples in the next section.
We can further summarize the obtained results in the following theorem.
Theorem 4. Let S be a compact Kähler manifold of complex dimension n and L a line bundle on S such that it admits a unitary connection which curvature is proportional to the Kähler form. Then there exist, possibly non-compact holomorphic contact (2n + 1)-manifold Z containing S as Legendrian submanifold which is a twistor space of a quaternion-Kähler manifold and such that L is the contact line bundle restricted to S. Moreover Z admits a holomorphic C × -action fixing only S and S corresponding to an isometric S 1 -action. Any two holomorphic contact manifolds with the above properties are biholomorphic on some neighbourhood of the set of all real twistor lines through S.
Proof. The condition on curvature implies that the unitary connection on L is Hermite-Einstein. By Kobayashi-Hitchin correspondence, Hermite-Einstein connections on any holomorphic line bundle over compact Kähler manifold are unique, hence the contact line bundle determines unique unitary connection with curvature proportional to the Kähler form which by Theorems 4.2, 2 and 3 completes the proof.
Examples and applications
In this section we will discuss the examples of CP 2n+1 and the flag manifold F 1,n+1 (C n+2 ) which already appeared in [8] and see how this fits into the setting of Remark 5.1.
Example 6.1. Let S = CP n with the standard Kähler structure. As discussed in [8] , by taking L trivial (which means that L 1,0 = O(1))by qFK we obtain Z = CP 2n+1 which is the twistor space of the quaternionic projective space. In this case we consider affine sections of O(1, −1) along the leaves of the (1, 0)-foliation, hence by Remark 5.1 it should mean that in the construction we obtain Z by gluing two copies of the bundle O(1) ⊗ C 2n+1 over CP n using the blow down from P(O(−1, 0)⊕O(0, −1)). Indeed, fixing a projective n-space S in CP 2n+1 there is a natural embedding of the bundle O(1) ⊗ C 2n+1 into CP 2n+1 such that S is the zero section: denoting points in CP 
). As discussed in [8] in this case by qFK we obtain the flag manifold Z = F 1,n (C n+2 ) which is the twistor space of the Grassmannian Gr 2 (C n+2 ). By Remark 5.1, Z is the gluing of of two trivial rank n + 1 bundles using the blow downs from O(−1, 0) and O(0, −1) respectively and the canonical triviality of O( Indeed, let C n+2 with standard coordinates (p, q 0 , . . . , q n ) be equipped with standard hermitian product and the C × -action (λ −1 p, λq 0 , . . . λq n ) and denote by a the line defined by the equation q 0 = · · · = q n = 0. Then the real structure on Z is defined by ⊥ and the C × -action on C n+2 induce a C × -action on Z fixing two ⊥-conjugated submanifolds of Z isomorphic to CP n namely {(l, K) ∈ F 1,n (C n+2 ) : l = a} and {(l, K) ∈ F 1,n (C n+2 ) : K = a ⊥ }. The C × -action defines fibrations and vector bundle structures on {(l, K) ∈ F 1,n (C n+2 ) : l ∩ a ⊥ = 0} and {(l, K) ∈ F 1,n (C n+2 ) : K ∩ a = 0} such that the action is the scalar multiplication in the fibres and its inverse respectively. Consider (l, K) ∈ F 1,n (C n+2 ) such that l ∩ a ⊥ = 0 and set k = K ⊥ . Let us write l = span(P +Q) and k = span(P +Q) forP ,P ∈ a,Q,Q ∈ a ⊥ andP ,Q = 0; without loss of generality we can fixP to be defined by p = 1. Then the action of an element λ ∈ C × on (l, K)
gives (span(λ −1P +λQ), span(λP +λ −1Q ) ⊥ ) and the limit as λ → 0 is (a, span(Q) ⊥ ). We conclude that {(l, K) ∈ F 1,n (C n+2 ) : l ∩ a ⊥ = 0} is the trivial rank n + 1 bundle over P(C n+2 /a) ∼ = CP(a ⊥ ). This is because for fixedP ,Q and a line span(Q) there is a unique line span(P +Q), such that span(P +Q) ⊥ span(P +Q), hence projecting flags toQ gives the trivialization of the bundle. In analogous way we get that {(l, K) ∈ F 1,n (C n+2 ) : K ∩ a = 0} is the trivial rank n + 1 bundle over P(a ⊥ ).
The blow down map from O(−1, 0) over P(a ⊥ ) × P(a ⊥ ) to {(l, K) ∈ F 1,n (C n+2 ) : l ∩ a ⊥ = 0} is given explicitly by sending (Q, span(Q)) to the flag span(P +Q) ⊂ span(P +Q)
⊥ and the gluing with O(0, −1) is given by the hermitian product which manifest itself in the equation span(P +Q) ⊥ span(P +Q). Recall that we can use the triviality of O( * . It is straightforward to check that after this identification the gluing is t → t * , as required in qFK.
C-map. The presented construction of quaternion-Kähler metric extends the Hitchin twistorial description of c-map construction ( [14] , see also [1] , [13] , [21] and [10] for non-metric case) by allowing the fixed points of the S 1 -action. Indeed, let Z be a quaternion-Kähler manifold obtained by qFK from a Kähler manifold S and let D 1,0 be the divisor from Lemma 3.1 and D 0,1 its conjugate (corresponding to the complex structure −I). Then the C × quotient of the total space of the the divisor bundle of D 1,0 − D 0,1 over Z is the hyperkähler manifold obtained by standard Feix construction from S. This has been shown in the proof of Theroem 6 from [8] for S Kähler-Einstein and the argument extends to our situation. As a consequence we obtain the following theorem. 
